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FILM REVIEWS _____________________________________________________________

Russian Cyberpunk Farm. Dir. Sergei Vasiliev. Youtube: Birchpunk. 2020. 4:30 
minutes. Color and CGI. www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HZ4DnVfWYQ; Russia 
Tomorrow News. 2021. 6:25 minutes. Color and CGI. www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4gyKDCOwdC0; Ai-Vanich in the Russian CyberFarm. 2021. 4:34 
minutes. Color and CGI. www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCH2PTj93fs
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In 1997, WIRED magazine urged readers to “suspend disbelief” and imagine the pros-
perity, freedom, and ecological bliss that market deregulation and open borders will 
create in a mere quarter century. In 2020, the article predicts, humans will arrive on 
Mars. They will look back at our Earth and know it to be a globally prosperous “open 
society” whose denizens are busy solving intractable problems: eradicating poverty, 
restoring the rain forests, surpassing the nation-state form with truly democratic 
international governance. The United States will steward the world into this future 
as the “first among equals,” democracy and free-markets will be its core values, free 
flowing people, ideas and products its visible attributes. “Open, good. Closed, bad. 
Tattoo it on your forehead.”

Predictions tacked to definite dates are easy to ridicule, and in light of today’s 
unprecedented environmental disasters, spiraling inequality, relentless poverty, and 
sectarian strife, WIRED’s soothsaying looks particularly inept. But one prediction 
came true: humans made it to Mars. And not because private spaceships now bring 
curious billionaires somewhat closer to the red planet, or because new Mars rovers 
send back high-res images. We made it to Mars in another imagined future, one in 
which the open society has not taken root.

The idea of “open” and “closed” was born of the Cold War. In open societies, 
Frederich Hayek insisted, people who have no common goals “form a mutually ben-
eficial and peaceful spontaneous order by submitting to the same abstract rules” 
(Frederich Hayek, The Confusion of Language in Political Thought [London, 1968], 14). 
Conversely, closed societies care less about rules than about common goals. Open 
societies run like markets, closed societies like households—and like any household, 
khoziaistvo, they have a khoziain lead them. To Cold War hawks, this directed col-
lectivist striving smelled of totalitarianism and primitive “tribalism.” But that is only 
one point of view.

Launched in late 2020, BirchPunk is a YouTube series about Russia circa 2098. On 
earth, things have gotten openly bleak. Technological innovations expedite audits and 
financialization: municipal hand-pumps require residents’ thumbprints to dispense 
water; weather management systems switch into “inclement” mode for non-payment. 
Beater Bukhankas and Zhiguli cars fly on blue plasma flames, dodging air turbu-
lence potholes. People protest new 20 G towers—they’d prefer cell towers with more 
radiation—and complain about androids stealing their jobs. Meanwhile, the powerful 
Izhevsk Dynamics Corporation has promised to put “an android in every home.” In 
a TV-interview, the Corporation’s director talks of outshining Boston Dynamics with 
an unprecedented 33 meter robot—while off-camera disobedient androids are zapped 
in an incinerator, and. . . wait, are those androids real? Ill-wishers say they are made 
by computer graphics! (BirchPunk assures us, that’s a lie.)

But BirchPunk’s bleak forecast leaves hope: it’s on Mars, with Nikolai, farmer 
from Riazan΄ country. We meet him filming promotional videos for his android-staffed 
CyberFarm: “Friendly team, Big Ambitions. . . um. Communications. High responsi-
bility!” But the reality is not so robotic at all. Nikolai’s farm relies not on abstract rules, 
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but on household ethics. His androids play pranks, set things on fire; the usual rural 
tomfoolery. Nikolai loves an android milkmaid named G.L.A.S.H.A. but she loves the 
tractor. The farm produces fractal cukes, möbius carrots, and other vegetables defiant 
of Euclidean geometry. Nikolai keeps things together with his twentieth century tool-
set, tinkering parts gleaned from an alien ship. They sit together in their downtime, 
Nikolai and the androids, cracking sunflower seeds in the Martian sunshine, and 
Nikolai is the only human being around. Even the long-awaited AI Russia Awards 
Inspector turns out to be a small armless levitating robot, whose voiceless scanning 
Nikolai finds annoyingly cold—until they spend an evening drinking “genetically 
modified kombucha” together. Nikolai makes friends easily. By the time the scanner 
leaves, Nikolai invites “AI–Vanich” back for desert-worm hunting.

I doubt AI–Vanich will find the time. But I’d like to suspend my disbelief and 
imagine that there will be a khoziaistvo left in the year 2098, even if only on Mars. It 
gives me hope that sentient beings will one day look back at our present and see that 
aggrandizing the “open society” was a terrible plan.

Xenia Cherkaev
National Research University Higher School of Economics, St Petersburg

Cyberpunk 2077. CD Projekt Red. Video game. Warsaw. 2020. www.cyberpunk.net/
us/en/.
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Cyberpunk 2077 was quite likely the most desired and then reviled work of east 
European media in 2020. CD Projekt Red briefly became Poland’s most valuable com-
pany when the game launched on December 10, 2020, and sold thirteen million copies 
in ten days. The game was fiercely anticipated, promising an interactive futuristic 
city, deeply customizable identities, and a complex world of oppressive corporations 
and anarchistic rebels to explore. Then, immediately after release came a wave of fan 
outrage and a substantial stock-market crash: the game was shipped riddled with 
bugs, some amusing, others game-breaking, and simply did not work on some con-
soles, leading PlayStation to initiate an unprecedented recall of the game through 
their digital store. Numerous corporate apologies followed, as well as new scandals 
such as news of the excessive hours that game designers were forced to work in the 
final months of development, but the rage of fans never abated. CD Projekt Red had 
a stellar reputation heading into the release, as the most famous and influential 
east European game developer, the creators of the extraordinarily popular Witcher 
video game franchise, and the owners of GOG, the sole online vendor specializing in 
re-releasing games from prior decades, too old to run on contemporary computers. 
Despite the fraught release, Cyberpunk continued to sell to millions and a solid por-
tion of those millions ended up angrily discussing the game online—and occasionally 
sending death threats to the game designers.

The situation was ironic to say the least: corporate greed and abuse of work-
ers led to a major backlash against the very corporation making the game—a game 
whose major message, as is consistent with the cyberpunk genre, was to never trust 
greedy corporations. Cyberpunk 2077 failed to offer the immersive world it promised, 
but where it shined was the narrative. The game explored a structural contradiction 
in cyberpunk—anarchist protagonists fighting corporate hegemony by territorializ-
ing their own bodies with corporate technology. Cyberpunk 2077 not only continues 
this tradition with corporate body modifications and weapons galore, but with the 
main plot, where the protagonist and their best friend steal what they believe to be 
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